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Why?

•There are many reason for this. By now,
two should be obvious to us:
–To select the best classifier for a given problem

(data).
–To see if our classifier is adequate for our

problem (data).
•Of course, we cannot violate the No Free

Lunch Theorem. But we can make some
useful predictions for specific cases.

Cross-Validation

•Validation:
–Usually, one divides the data into a training and a

validation (test) set.
–The two sets are disjoint. The validation test is of the

data (usually, =0.1).

•m-fold cross-validation:
–Divide the data set into m disjoint sets of n/m samples.
–Train the classifier m times. Each time leave one of the

m sets out for validation.
–Estimated performance = mean over all m.

•Example: The size of the Parzen window or
the value of k in the k-NN classifier can be
set using this technique.
•Cross-validation is an heuristic technique

and needs not work for every problem (No
Free Lunch). Need to try different .
•Anti-cross validation: select the parameters

of the first local maximum.
•Cross-validation gives an estimate of the

accuracy of our classifier.

•Assume the true (unknown) error is p, and
that k (out of n’) samples were
misclassified, then:

•And the ML estimate of p is:

•We can then draw a confidence graph
corresponding to the probability of p (with
regard to ).
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Jackknife (leave-one-out)

•It is simply the particular case of m=n.
•The computational complexity is generally

very high.
•Tends to give good (optimistic) estimates,

because the training sets are similar to each
other and to the testing set.
•It has a large number of applications.

•Example: Suppose we have two classifiers,
C1 and C2, with 80% and 85% accuracies.
Which one is better?
To answer this, we calculate the jackknife
estimate of the classifier accuracies:

Bootstrap

•Similarly, one can use the bootstrap method
to estimate the accuracy of a classifier.
•Select B training sets and estimate accuracy

and variance.
•It could be less (computationally) expensive

for small values of B.

ML Model Comparison

•The goal is to choose the model that best
explains the training data D.
•For that we use the posterior probability:
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If the observation is D0, ML
says we should select h2.

Learning vs. Validation curve Average Error Rate

•Too few data => bad estimate.
•We generally expect the error rate to be a function

of the number of training samples.
•The error depends upon:
–PDF structure (& correctness of this assumption).
–Particular training set D, and on the way these are used.
–Error calculation procedure.

•We need to define a general way to study this.
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•Assume (as usual) the 2-class problem with
equal priors, P(w1)=P(w2).
•Then, divide the feature space into m cells,

C1,…,C2.
•Let
•Then the vectors p=(p1,…pm) and q=(q1,…qm).
•If x falls in Ci the decision rule is wj if pj>qj.
•And the resulting Bayes error is:
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•p and q are unknown and need to be
estimated. We can do that with:

•The error reduces to:

•If p and q are largely different, the error is
close to zero. If they are similar, the error is
close to 0.5.
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Number of samples in Ci and class j={1,2}.
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•To eliminate the dependency of the error to a
given problem, we can average the probability
of error over every possible problem. Then,

The actual value will depend on the
number of samples and cells.

.25.0p

There exist an optimal
number of cells.

Predicting Performance

•Training on very large training sets can be
computationally expensive.
•If several algorithms need to be compared,

the cost might be prohibitive.
•One solution is to train the classifier with a
small number of samples; select the “best” 
classifier; and then train that one with the
full set of samples.

•In general, the error can be expressed as:

•And the training error as:

•And:
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•If we assume b=c and , then:

•It is then a simple matter to measure the
training and test errors for small and
intermediate values of n’, plot them as a
log-log scale and estimate a (the lowest
error–Bayes error if the classifier is
perfect).
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